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Abstract

A robotic system for automatically navigating ultrasound (US) imaging catheters can provide real-time intra-cardiac ima-

ging for diagnosis and treatment while reducing the need for clinicians to perform manual catheter steering. Clinical

deployment of such a system requires accurate navigation despite the presence of disturbances including cyclical physio-

logical motions (e.g., respiration). In this work, we report results from in vivo trials of automatic target tracking using our

system, which is the first to navigate cardiac catheters with respiratory motion compensation. The effects of respiratory

disturbances on the US catheter are modeled and then applied to four-degree-of-freedom steering kinematics with predic-

tive filtering. This enables the system to accurately steer the US catheter and aim the US imager at a target despite

respiratory motion disturbance. In vivo animal respiratory motion compensation results demonstrate automatic US cathe-

ter steering to image a target ablation catheter with 1.05 mm and 1.33� mean absolute error. Robotic US catheter steering

with motion compensation can improve cardiac catheterization techniques while reducing clinician effort and X-ray

exposure.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Clinical motivation

Cardiac catheterization utilizes long thin plastic instruments

inside the body to provide a minimally invasive approach

for a number of cardiac interventional and diagnostic tasks.

Manually controlled catheter end-effectors or distal tip sen-

sors are used for clearing blockages, installing stents, and

collecting measurements (Moscucci, 2013). Steerable car-

diac catheters, such as ultrasound (US) imaging catheters

and cardiac ablation catheters, are useful for procedures in

which clinicians target specific cardiac anatomy. Steerable

catheters are typically actuated in bending by manually

turning proximal control knobs that tension internal pull

wires attached to the distal catheter tip.

Catheterization has many benefits such as reduced

patient trauma and reduced procedure costs compared with

more-invasive methods. The downsides include poor dex-

terity and increased difficulty with imaging and localiza-

tion for the clinician. We aim to improve the current state

of the art of minimally invasive procedures by developing

solutions for automatically navigating cardiac catheters in

vivo.

1.2. Existing work and unmet technical needs

Existing commercial robotic catheter systems feature non-

automated teleoperation, which allows clinicians to remo-

tely manipulate the catheter at a safe distance from the

ionizing radiation of X-ray fluoroscopy (Catheter Robotics,

Inc., 2015; Corindus, Inc., 2018; Hansen Medical, Inc.,

2018; Stereotaxis, Inc., 2018a,b). Automated navigation

systems have been demonstrated in research prototype

catheters (Camarillo, 2009; Ganji and Janabi-Sharifi, 2009;

Khoshnam et al., 2012; Penning et al., 2011; Webster and

Jones, 2010; Yip and Camarillo, 2016; Yip et al., 2017)
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and endoscope-size manipulators (Vrooijink et al., 2014),

but existing research systems have mostly thus far been

constrained to bench-top environments only.

We aim to bridge the gap from bench-top to clinical

environments and steer cardiac catheters automatically in

vivo. To achieve this goal, three key challenges must be

addressed.

� Challenge I: poor catheter mechanics due to friction

and other nonlinear effects. We addressed this through

initial bench-top studies focused on nonlinearities in

the constrained catheter (Loschak et al., 2017).
� Challenge II: uncontrollable, unobservable disturbances

to the catheter body in vivo. We addressed this by navi-

gation studies demonstrating a robust kinematics-based

control strategy for rejecting in vivo vasculature distur-

bances to the catheter body (Degirmenci et al., 2016).
� Challenge III: compensating for cyclical physiological

motions automatically in vivo. We first applied predic-

tive filtering to bench-top cardiac catheter testing in

Loschak et al. (2017). In this article, we demonstrate

the first accurate target tracking in vivo with breathing

motion compensation and predictive filtering.

Related motion compensation work has focused on

model-based tracking for rigid robotic tools (Riviere et al.,

1998; Yuen et al., 2009) and has examined tracking without

compensation (Riviere et al., 2001; Thakral et al., 2001).

Only two flexible manipulator research prototypes have

thus far demonstrated motion compensation in in vivo ani-

mal testing. Ott et al. (2011) demonstrated abdominal 3D

respiratory motion compensation with a steerable endo-

scope by using repetitive control to reject periodic distur-

bances. Kesner and Howe (2014) demonstrated 1D cardiac

motion compensation with a non-steerable cardiac guide-

wire by using predictive filtering on periodic motion as

well as other feedforward techniques. In this work, we pres-

ent our system as the third flexible manipulator in vivo

motion compensation system overall and the first in vivo

motion compensation system to accurately and automati-

cally steer a cardiac catheter. The techniques demonstrated

here are applicable to cyclical physiological motion com-

pensation in other organ systems and with other flexible

manipulators as well.

1.3. Clinical application

We apply this technology to cardiac US catheters (also

known as intracardiac echocardiography (ICE) catheters),

which are specialized catheters featuring an US transducer

in the distal tip. US catheters are steered by adjusting four

degrees of freedom (DOFs) at the control knob (Figure 1),

resulting in catheter tip motions shown in Figure 2.

US catheters enable enhanced intra-procedural imaging

of working instruments and cardiac structures, such as cathe-

ter ablation lesion formation (Cooper and Epstein, 2001;

Dravid et al., 2008; Epstein et al., 1998; Marrouche et al.,

2003; Ren and Marchlinski, 2007), but manual navigation of

US catheters is difficult in terms of the physical and cogni-

tive burden on the clinician. Manual US catheter steering

requires significant training. As a result, US catheters are

typically only used for the most critical phases of a proce-

dure, such as transseptal puncture (Jongbloed et al., 2003).

Therefore, we apply our motion compensation technol-

ogy to automatically steer an US catheter imager towards a

manually steered ablation catheter tip as a clinician uses the

ablation catheter to interact with tissue in an in vivo animal

model (Figure 3). This would enable continuous visualiza-

tion of ablation catheter tissue interactions. In our example

procedure the US catheter is introduced through the femoral

Fig. 1. AcuNav US imaging catheter handle showing control

DOFs.

Fig. 2. Joint inputs and corresponding tip motions adjust the US

imaging plane.

Fig. 3. The robotic system automatically steers an US catheter in

the RA to aim the US imager at a target ablation catheter in the LV.
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vein, through the inferior vena cava (IVC), and to the right

atrium (RA). The US catheter is manually introduced to the

cardiac space, and robotically controlled within the cardiac

space. The ablation catheter (manual control) is introduced

through the femoral artery, over the aortic arch, and located

in the left ventricle (LV). The tip of the US catheter is typi-

cally in free space within the chamber (whereas the ablation

catheter is typically making contact with tissue). Both

catheters are sensed by electromagnetic (EM) tip sensors,

which are incorporated into electronanatomical mapping

systems (Biosense Webster, Inc., 2018) and used in catheter

labs designed to minimize EM disturbances.

2. Methods

As we work towards applying motion compensation tech-

nology to in vivo US catheter imaging there are a few steps

we must take. First, we examine potential motion compen-

sation strategies and select which to pursue. Second, we

analyze physiological motion data to gain further insight on

how breathing affects US catheter motion. Third, we define

models that represent tip and base pose motion throughout

the breathing cycle. Fourth, we derive predictive algorithms

to eliminate time delays. Finally, we combine motion com-

pensation with predictive filtering and determine how these

strategies affect kinematics calculations.

2.1. Motion strategy

Breathing motion causes cyclical disturbance to the catheter

pose. The magnitude of the disturbance depends on the

location of the catheter within the heart, and this affects the

tip of the bending section differently from the base of the

bending section. In our initial in vivo studies (Degirmenci

et al., 2016) the robot was able to reject breathing distur-

bances and navigate the pose of the US imager accurately

with respect to the world coordinate frame. However, as

breathing altered the location of the heart tissue with respect

to the world coordinate frame (due to cardiac displacement,

cardiac orientation changes, and non-rigid deformation),

this resulted in poor US imager alignment while the robot

was attempting to image the target. The lack of sustained

US imager alignment is a problem in two visualization

modes.

Mode 1: Imaging tissue for volume reconstruction. The

US catheter pose is steered and localized during image

acquisition, but it is not possible to localize a specific

region of tissue given the current sensing strategy.

Breathing motion causes coordinate frame drift, which

results in the US imager pointing at different tissue. The

imager must be made to continue pointing in the same

direction relative to the disturbance by respiratory motion.

Mode 2: Instrument tracking. The system is able to

sense the location of a target instrument (e.g., ablation

catheter) with respect to the US imaging catheter. However,

the instrument in another region of the heart is disturbed

differently by breathing motion. In addition, the bandwidth

limitations of the robot and the catheter cause US align-

ment delays, leading to discontinuities in visualization.

In both cases, knowledge of respiratory motion and how

it relates to robot-actuated motion during catheter navigation

is needed. The effect of respiratory motion on the catheter

can be measured by the EM sensors on the US catheter, but

this only measures respiratory effects while the robot is not

actuating the catheter. If the robot is actuating any of the

four catheter controls, then the catheter tip pose measure-

ments observe a combination of respiratory motion and

robot-actuated motion, and it is not possible to observe

either of those motions independently. To enable motion

compensation by observing catheter pose separately from

anatomical motion, we choose a sensing strategy with the

existing clinical environment in mind. We use EM sensors

to measure the effects of respiratory motion on the US

catheter by deactivating the motors and measuring cathe-

ter tip and bending section motion due to breathing dis-

turbance only. Then during active steering, we compare

the current pose measurements to model-based breathing

estimates. The difference represents the motion due to

robot actuation.

2.2. Defining coordinate frames

We accomplish this by measuring the catheter tip (CT , the

location of the US transducer), the base of the distal bend-

ing section (BB), and the working instrument pose (Instr),

across multiple breathing cycles while the robot is not

actuating the controls. Coordinate frames are shown in

Figure 4. The World frame refers to the EM tracker trans-

mitter and BT refers to the tip of the bending section. One

EM sensor is mounted between the CT and BT frames (no

bending occurs between CT and BT, so their relationship

is constant). A second EM sensor is mounted just proximal

Fig. 4. Coordinate frame motion due to respiration: CT , catheter

tip; BB, base of distal bending section; Instr, working instrument

pose; and World, EM tracker transmitter. Green dotted lines

demonstrate typical motion trajectories. EM sensors are mounted

at BB, BT , and Instr. The cyan rectangle at the CT frame is the

US imaging transducer.

Note: Please refer to the online version for colour figure.
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to the BB frame. A third EM sensor is mounted to the Instr

frame on the catheter being tracked. Green dotted lines

demonstrate typical CT , BB, and Instr motion trajectories.

Breathing models of CT , BB, and Instr are calculated

initially and then used throughout navigation to estimate

the amount of motion from respiratory effects versus robot

actuation. During instrument tracking it is possible to con-

tinuously sense the Instr pose and update the Instr model

throughout time. This is because the working instrument is

only affected by breathing motion (unless the clinician is

manually navigating it). In contrast, once the CT and BB

respiratory motion models are calculated it is not possible

to update the models from CT and BB measurements as

long as the robot is actuating the control knobs. Potential

strategies for updating the CT and BB models using indirect

measurements during robot motion are beyond the scope of

this work.

If the US catheter moves to a new location in which

respiratory motion affects the catheter differently, then the

CT and BB models will not be updated to reflect this.

Small changes in frequency can also eventually result in

the model predicting poses that are out of phase with the

breathing cycle. Therefore, the system will continuously

monitor the frequency with external sensing by a fourth

EM sensor on the patient’s chest and update the frequency

components of the CT and BB models accordingly. US

image-processing feedback for robot control is not exam-

ined in this work.

2.3. Measuring respiratory motion

While the US catheter used in these experiments features a

built-in EM sensor at the tip, it was not possible to access

the tracker data due to proprietary restrictions. Instead, EM

sensors from an external tracking system were mounted to

the catheters. We studied the effect of respiratory motion

on cardiac catheters during in vivo porcine tests by measur-

ing US catheter tip motion with a 6-DOF EM tracking sys-

tem (trakSTAR, Ascension Technology/NDI, Ontario,

Canada) while the catheter was in the RA and the handle

was not actuated. The EM tracker system features 0.5 mm

and 0.1� resolution, 1.4 mm and 0.5� RMS accuracy, and

was sampled at 42 Hz.

The subject was breathing on a respirator. Figure 5

shows the raw data (blue), with both cardiac (2 Hz) and

respiratory (0.2 Hz) motions, and the low-pass-filtered data

isolating respiratory motion (red). The respiratory motion

dominates the cardiac motion in terms of disturbance to the

catheter. The low pass filter used a Hamming window of

length 51 and cut-off frequency 1 Hz. A sequence of low-

pass-filtered breaths was analyzed to calculate breath-to-

breath variations (Figure 6). The mean of cycles is shown

in black with 95% confidence intervals shaded gray. The

maximum standard deviation of 0.11 mm was small enough

to neglect amplitude variations, meaning that respiration

disturbs the catheter tip repeatedly enough that we can rep-

resent the average breath by a model.

2.4. Modeling respiratory disturbance

We define periodic models for the low-pass-filtered CT,

BB, and Instr disturbance motions due to respiration as

described and bench top tested in Loschak et al. (2017). All

coordinate frame breathing motion trajectories in Figure 4

are cyclical but different from each other. An example

model on in vivo breathing data is shown in Figure 7. The

blue line represents the raw EM measurements of the CT y-

coordinate. The black line represents the low-pass-filtered

CT y-coordinate. The red line represents the initialized

Fourier series model estimate. The mean absolute error

between the y-coordinate model values and the low-pass-

filtered measurements is 0.057 mm (s = 0:041 mm). The

mean absolute model error for the x-axis is 0.037 mm

(s = 0:027 mm) and for the z-axis is 0.039 mm (s = 0:028

mm).

The 6-DOF CT pose can be represented by seven para-

meters: x, y, z, and the rotation matrix converted to an

equivalent axis representation (axis x-, y-, z-components,

and angle of rotation). The 1D signal initialization process

is performed for each of the seven parameters for both CT

and BB. The robot will then begin actuating the pull wires

and rotating the handle to steer the catheter to compensate

for this breathing model.

The first estimated frequency value typically becomes

outdated within 30 seconds, causing the predicted breathing

pose to become out of phase with the actual breathing cycle

and leading to poor steering results. A peak detection algo-

rithm calculates the breathing frequency from the exterior

sensor (the fourth EM sensor) and applies it to the original

initialization data. As a result, a model can continue provid-

ing accurate CT and BB pose estimates for much longer.

The in vivo breathing model error after two minutes was

typically 0.8 mm.

Fig. 5. In vivo catheter tip displacement and low-pass-filtered

data used for developing the respiratory motion model.

Fig. 6. Breath-to-breath variations in catheter tip displacement.

Loschak et al. 589



2.5. Predicting target motion

The system inherently has some delay for sensor measure-

ments, calculations, actuator inertia, and taking up slack in

pull wires. This means that a target object may be in a dif-

ferent location by the time the US catheter is able to

converge on the previously desired pose. Therefore a multi-

step extended Kalman filter (EKF) was designed to con-

tinuously estimate the future target position and adjust the

US catheter steering ahead of time (Figure 8) (Loschak

et al., 2017). The multi-step EKF operates on a Fourier

series model of the target’s cyclic motion, which enables

better predictions (Yuen et al., 2009). It uses outdated

information (due to the low-pass filter and system delays)

to estimate the target position into the future to compensate

for hardware/software delays.

Each coordinate of the target position (x, y, z) is filtered

separately. The state space model for the system (derived in

Loschak et al. (2017)) is

x̂ k + M1½ �=FM k½ �x̂ k �M2½ �+ m½k� ð1Þ

where x̂ is the predicted state at a given time k, FM is the

prediction matrix, m is the random step of the states, M1 is

the number of samples predicted ahead due to hardware

and software limitations, and M2 is the number of samples

ignored due to the low-pass-filter window size.

2.5.1. Predictive filter simulation. The EKF was tested on

pre-recorded data from earlier in vivo animal trials. The

low-pass-filter window size parameter was set to M2 = 35

samples (0.819 s). Predictions were calculated for the

future time point at M1 = 20 steps (0.468 s, experimentally

determined). The first N data points were used for initializ-

ing the breathing model and calculating the first state, cov-

ariance matrix, and Kalman gain. Data points were then

given to the EKF sequentially to simulate live sensor

measurements.

The EKF predicted the state for the future time point.

Then the next measurement was given to the EKF and the

multi-step EKF cycle repeated until the end of the data set.

Figure 9 shows the results of the simulation. The red line

represents the low-pass-filtered tip displacement. The blue

line, which begins at t’12 s after initialization, represents

each predicted signal point based on only pre-existing infor-

mation. The mean absolute error between each predicted

value and the measured value was 0.088 mm (s = 0:114

mm). Loschak et al. (2017) presented bench-top target

tracking tests with the target attached to a respiratory

motion simulator with and without the EKF, which demon-

strated the benefits of predictive filtering in cyclical physio-

logical motion compensation.

The EKF variance and uncertainty parameters described

in Loschak et al. (2017) were robust to changes in bench-

top tests and little tuning was performed. The most sensitive

parameters were M1 and M2. If the predictions were calcu-

lated too far into the future, or if the data used to calculate

the predictions were too old, then small variations in the

breathing model over time reduced navigational accuracy.

The same parameters and gains determined in Loschak

et al. (2017) on the bench top were used in vivo in this

study.

2.6. Coordinate frame calculations

Coordinate frame calculations are used to relate between

measured and predicted coordinate frame poses to prepare

inputs for the kinematics calculations. In all steering modes

the coordinate frame calculations determine the current tip

pose with respect to the current base (TCT
BBMobile

), the relative

desired pose adjustments (Dxyzc), and the amount of BB

roll in the bending section (gcurr).

The following poses are needed:

� the fixed BB pose with respect to the EM tracker field

generator coordinates, T
BBFixed

World ;

Fig. 7. Breathing model of low-pass-filtered CT y-coordinate

motion.

Fig. 8. Multi-step EKF uses past reliable information to predict

a future time step. New measurements are used to update the

Kalman gains for the past.

Fig. 9. Low-pass-filtered CT displacement and multi-step EKF

simulation from pre-recorded data.
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� the current CT pose measured with respect to the fixed

base, TCT
BBFixed

;
� the estimated CT pose due to the breathing motion tra-

jectory model, T
CTTraj

BBFixed
;

� the current BB pose measured with respect to the fixed

base, T
BBMobile

BBFixed
;

� the estimated BB pose due to the breathing motion tra-

jectory model, T
BBTraj

BBFixed
.

The pose T
BBFixed

World is a constant transform that can be

defined at any point in the breathing cycle. It is defined

once each time the US catheter is manually moved or tele-

operated to a new location in the heart. The current CT and

BB poses are measured continuously. The estimated tip and

base poses, CTTraj and BBTraj, are recalculated continuously

from the trajectory models at each time point.

The pose TCT
CTTraj

is an estimate of the robot-actuated

movement. The pose TBB
BBTraj

is an estimate of the uncontrol-

lable BB motion due to robot actuation. These estimates

can be used in order to find the relative amount of US ima-

ger angle adjustment, c, as well as the amount of catheter

handle roll expressed at the bending section, gcurr.

The relative desired pose adjustment, Dxyzc, is deter-

mined based on the type of motion desired.

Mode 1: Imaging tissue for volume reconstruction. This

mode navigates the US tip to a desired pose. The desired

pose adjustment is set equal to the difference between the

current CT and the current CTTraj poses plus an additional

US imager rotation or displacement command. It is not

possible with the given sensing strategy to directly measure

the tissue location, but it is possible to maintain the cathe-

ter’s pose in the heart chamber with respect to the breathing

motion disturbance.

Mode 2: Instrument tracking. The US imager is rotated

to track a moving target while the catheter tip position is

commanded to remain constant with respect to the heart

chamber (Figure 10). Maintaining US imager alignment

requires coordinated motion of all 4 DOFs, and requires

extensive training to perform manually.

The green dotted line represents cyclical CT and Instr

pose motion due to respiration only. The current expected

CT pose due to breathing only is CTTraj,Current, and the cur-

rent measured CT pose is CTCurrent. The yellow arrow rep-

resents the transform between the expected pose and the

actual measured pose, TCT
CTTraj

. The current target position is

InstrCurrent. The EKF is used to estimate the future target

position, InstrFuture. The breathing model is used to calcu-

late CTTraj,Future for the same time point. Here TCT
CTTraj

is

applied to CTTraj,Future to calculate the expected CT pose at

that time point based on the current difference between the

measured and expected poses: CTFuture. The orientation

angle to adjust, Dc, is calculated between CTFuture and

InstrFuture. The position change is the difference between

CTTraj,Current and CTCurrent.

2.7. Controller

The methods described above can be summarized in the

instrument tracking controller diagram Figure 11. The gray

box includes system measurements and calculations.

External disturbances from cardiac and breathing motions

affect the US catheter and imaging target. The blue box

highlights the catheter breathing model. A set of CT and

BB sensor measurements is used to calculate the breathing

model. Once the robot begins actuation, the catheter

breathing model can no longer be updated from CT and

BB measurements. An EM sensor on the subject’s chest

continuously measures the breathing period that is used to

update the breathing model frequency.

The green box highlights target prediction. Physiological

LV motion shifts the target position. The target is sensed

and its motion is predicted by the EKF. The coordinate

frame calculations block uses the target prediction, catheter

breathing model, and catheter sensor information to calcu-

late TCT
BBMobile

, gcurr, and Dxyzc. These values are grouped

into the label DX.

The kinematics block then calculates the desired joint

space adjustments DF, the robot actuates the catheter han-

dle, and the catheter moves. Unconstrained disturbances

from the vasculature affect the robot commands.

Physiological motions in the RA disturb the catheter tip

pose. The catheter tip sensor measurements are used to cre-

ate a new set of coordinate frame calculation inputs and the

controller iterates.

3. Experiments and results

3.1. Sensing and accuracy

The accuracy requirements of the robot can be calculated

by the US catheter tip sensing specifications, the US

imaging plane thickness, and the target dimensions

(Figure 12). The goal is to maintain the target within the

US image plane despite robot errors. The in vivo catheter

Fig. 10. Orienting the imager to tracking an instrument with

predictive filtering (mode 2).
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lab environment was designed for low EM interference.

The US plane thickness varies by depth away from the

transducer. The US plane thickness was approximately 6

mm at the depth used during experiments. The target in this

study was 2 mm in diameter.

EM tracker errors may result in misalignment between

the US plane and the target. In the worst-case EM tracker

error (1.4 mm and 0.5�), a target at an imaging depth of 70

mm would still be within the imaging plane, and the robot

would have additional allowable errors of 1.5 mm or 1.25�.

The US imaging plane thickness is often greater than 6 mm

and the relative measurements between EM trackers are

often more accurate than the manufacturer’s specification,

and therefore the US imager is likely to be visualizing the

target even if the measured navigation error is larger than

the calculated allowable errors.

3.2. Experimental design

In vivo animal testing was performed on a 64 kg live por-

cine model due to similarities between human and porcine

cardiac anatomy. The in vivo protocol was approved by the

Harvard University Institutional Animal Care and Use

Committee (IACUC). The animal received humane care in

accordance with the 1996 Guide for the Care and Use of

Laboratory Animals, recommended by the US National

Institutes of Health.

Before the procedure, two EM trackers were mounted to

the US catheter at the BT and BB frames. A third EM

tracker was mounted to the Instr frame on the target cathe-

ter (6 Fr quadpolar catheter). The three sensors were cali-

brated to the catheters on the bench to calculate a constant

transformation matrix before introduction to the animal.

Externally mounting and calibrating the EM sensors is only

necessary for the translational nature of this experiment

lacking access to the catheters’ built-in EM sensor data.

The fourth EM tracker was later mounted to the subject’s

exterior chest wall while lying supine on the operating table

(no calibration needed). The tracker can be mounted in any

place that exhibits displacement due to respiration.

The US catheter with two EM sensors was introduced

through the 14 Fr introducer in the femoral vein to the RA.

The target catheter was introduced through an 11 Fr intro-

ducer in the femoral artery to the LV as in Figure 13. The

subject’s heart rate was paced at 120 bpm. The ventilator

pumped 800 cm3 of air into the subject’s lungs every 7.5 s.

In our previous in vivo studies the introducer seal

caused a number of problems with friction and propping

open the rubber seal causing blood leakage from the

femoral vein. In this study, we used a brass tube (diameter

6 mm, length greater than 2 cm) to completely prop open

the seal (Figure 14), greatly reducing the negative effects of

Fig. 11. Motion compensation control diagram.

Fig. 12. The accuracy specifications are based on this analysis

of US imager thickness and EM sensor errors.
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friction on steering motion. The brass tube was fit into place

by first sliding it over the catheter tip to rest at the proximal

handle. After the US catheter was introduced to the RA, the

tube was then forced into the seal. This process was bor-

rowed from existing sheath and guidewire catheterization

techniques. Silicone grease was packed into the tube around

the US catheter body and EM sensor wires to prevent blood

leakage. This process was designed specifically for transla-

tional non-survival animal procedures in which an EM sen-

sor must be attached to the exterior of the US catheter. If the

robot has access to the built-in EM housed within the cathe-

ter tip, then this technique would not be necessary.

3.3. In vivo experiments

3.3.1. Mode 1: Imaging tissue for volume

reconstruction. The US catheter was commanded to stay

in the same relative location inside the RA during breathing

while pointing at anatomical structures. The breathing

model was initialized and then the robot was given relative

step input commands of 2� as the US imager was rotated

throughout the chamber. Step input rotations were com-

manded a total of 18 times through a total of 133 seconds.

The system navigated the catheter to the desired pose with

respect to the moving coordinate frame while compensating

for respiratory motion.

Figure 15 shows an example data set containing five

step input commands of 2�. Cardiac disturbance to the

catheter is observed in the measurements. Figure 15(A)

shows desired and measured US catheter tip position as the

system compensates for respiratory motion. Only the y-

position is shown for ease of visualization. Figure 15(B)

shows the overall position error. Figure 15(C) shows the

US imager alignment error as the system adjusts the imager

to point in the desired direction. The black dots represent

moments in which the next step input command was given.

The mean absolute error across 134 seconds of accurate

motion compensation was 0.98� (s = 0:79�) and 2.56 mm

(s = 1:67 mm). In other navigation tests the breathing

model became outdated or the US catheter shifted to a new

position for which the model was no longer representative

of the breathing motion. In these instances the system

remained stable but with lower accuracy. The mean abso-

lute error across poorly-modeled trials was 2.27�
(s = 2:25�) and 6.59 mm (s = 4:52 mm).

3.3.2. Mode 2: Instrument tracking. The goal of this test

was to maintain US imager alignment with the target cathe-

ter with respiratory motion compensation and the EKF. The

target catheter tip was in the LV. At the US catheter tip the

breathing motion amplitude was 7.3 mm and the cardiac

motion amplitude was 2.8 mm. At the base of the US cathe-

ter bending section breathing motion amplitude was 11.7

mm and the cardiac motion amplitude was 0.8 mm. At the

tip of the target catheter the breathing motion amplitude

was 3.7 mm and the cardiac motion amplitude was 15.3

mm. These values highlight the drastic differences between

respiratory and cardiac motion effects in different regions

of the heart.

Breathing models were initialized, the EKF was initia-

lized, and then the robot was activated to begin tracking. The

system maintained the same position of the catheter tip with

respect to the breathing motion and continuously rotated the

US imager to align with the predicted target location.

Fig. 13. Experimental design schematic with US catheter in RA

and target catheter in LV. Original cardiac anatomy image from

Marieb (2013).

Fig. 14. Introducer seal stented open by a brass tube filled with

silicone. Inset shows cross-sectional diagram of introducer seal.
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This test was repeated multiple times for an aggregated

329 seconds. Figure 16 shows an example data set. Figure

16(A) shows desired and measured US catheter tip position

as the system compensates for respiratory motion and uses

the EKF to predict imager target motion. Only the x-posi-

tion is shown for ease of visualization. Figure 16(B) shows

the overall position error, Figure 16(C) shows the error

angle between the US imager and the imaging target, and

Figure 16(D) shows the x-position of the imaging target

throughout the cycle. The target position is shown for con-

text regarding when the target changes direction and when

the imager angle error reaches its peak values. Table 1 sum-

marizes instrument tracking results from 329 seconds of

active tracking.

3.3.3. Tracking manual target motion. The goal of this test

was to demonstrate breathing motion compensation for

automatic US imager alignment with a target that was

manually steered, and therefore it was not possible to use

the EKF for predictive filtering on the target. Breathing

models were initialized and then the robot was activated to

hold its position in the RA and align the imaging plane

with the target. The target catheter was manually steered

throughout the LV by the clinician. The clinician moved

the target with varying displacements and velocities. Each

time the target was moved out of view, the robot automati-

cally reoriented the US imager to find the target tip. A

labeled US video demonstration is available in the supple-

mentary materials.

This test was repeated multiple times for a combined

total 431 seconds of tracking. Figure 17 shows an example

data set. The upper data plot in Figure 17 shows the target

displacement and the lower data plot shows the error angle

between the US imager and the target. At t = 0 s the US

catheter was pointing at the target (Figure 17(A)). Near

t = 12 s the clinician moved the target catheter by roughly

15 mm, causing the tip to go out of view (Figure 17(B)).

By t = 14 s the system successfully reoriented the US ima-

ger to bring the target catheter back into view (Figure

17(C)). In 431 seconds of tracking, including the moments

when the clinician moved the target out of view, the mean

absolute angle error was 2.81� (s = 2:60�). Higher US ima-

ger alignment errors correspond with large respiratory

movements because the target catheter was positioned in a

region of the LV in which it was more affected from respira-

tion than in other tests, and using the EKF is not useful for

tracking a manually steered target catheter. The US catheter

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 15. Errors from US imager angle step input commands

while compensating for respiratory motion in vivo: (A) desired

and measured y-position; (B) position error; (C) pointing angle

error. Measurements also show 2 Hz cardiac disturbance. Black

circles represent time points when step inputs are commanded.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 16. Pointing the US imager at a target catheter with

breathing motion compensation and predictive filtering in vivo:

(A) desired and measured x-position; (B) xyz-position error; (C)

imager angle error; (D) target x-position for context.

Table 1. Imaging results from mode 2: Instrument tracking with

EKF.

Metric Results: Mean (s)

Angle error (�) 1.33 (0.85)
Position error (mm) 1.05 (0.48)
Percentage time within 0.5� 18.40
Percentage time within 1� 38.55
Percentage time within 2� 79.74
Percentage time within 1 mm 48.87
Percentage time within 2 mm 96.34
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maintained its position with mean absolute error 2.14 mm

(s = 1:48 mm). The catheter tip was within 1 mm of its

desired position 16.65% of the time and within 2 mm for

57.33% of the time.

4. Discussion

In this work, we have demonstrated automatic cardiac

catheter navigation in vivo with single millimeter- and

degree-level pose errors despite disturbances. These results

are the most accurate in vivo robotic cardiac catheter navi-

gation known to the authors (compared with reported 6.53

mm mean accuracy in Ganji and Janabi-Sharifi (2009)).

This required engineering solutions to the three key chal-

lenges: nonlinear effects such as friction and slack in the

catheter, rejecting unmodeled uncontrollable disturbances

to the catheter body, and compensating for cyclical physio-

logical disturbances to the US catheter tip through predic-

tive filtering of imaging target motion. This was validated

through in vivo animal studies by automatically steering an

US catheter in the RA to visualize a target ablation catheter

in the LV.

The control strategy relied on decoupling respiratory

motion from motion due to catheter actuation for robotic

steering. This enabled the system to calculate adjustments

to the US catheter and maintain US imager alignment with

the target. While the respiration model is necessary for

decoupling robot motion from patient motion, a downside

to this strategy is that most model parameters can only be

trained and updated when the catheter is not being actu-

ated. Moving the US catheter to a new region of the heart

reduces model accuracy, and robot actuation must be

paused temporarily while a new model is trained. This is

the result of respiratory motion affecting each region of the

heart differently. In addition, it is not possible to directly

measure the location of the cardiac tissue unless image pro-

cessing techniques are used to localize the tissue in view.

Even then, out-of-plane motion is challenging to measure

with a 2D US probe.

Other methods for decoupling actuation from respiratory

motion may avoid these limitations. Full and continuous

respiratory motion tracking from external imaging sources

(CT, MR, or 3D US) would be necessary in the long term

for compensation of arbitrary tissue interaction. Catheter

redesign may include full catheter shaft shape sensing (fiber

Bragg grating) as well. This would require additional cost,

radiation, and/or large equipment in the catheter lab. By

comparison, our proposed sensing strategy uses widely

available commercial US imaging catheters and mapping

systems with EM tracker technology, which are already

configured for use in electrophysiology procedures.

Overall, the results demonstrate that the proposed meth-

ods enable a robotic US catheter to (A) maintain pose and

to (B) point the US imaging plane with the accuracy

required for procedure guidance during catheter-based car-

diac interventions. Two different motion compensation

problems were addressed. First, maintaining the robotic US

Fig. 17. Results of tracking manual target motion, automatically pointing the US imager at a manually steered target catheter in vivo:

(A) robot points US imager at target; (B) clinician moves target out of view; (C) robot reorients US imager to continue pointing at

target.
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catheter pose took advantage of the repeatability of

mechanical ventilation to derive a quasi-static model that

achieved 1–2 mm and 1–2� RMS pose accuracy for several

minutes. Second, an EKF-based estimator was implemen-

ted to enhance tracking of target motion (which differed

from the robotic catheter motion pattern). Together, these

methods enabled accurate navigation through respiratory

motion which was not able to be examined in our previous

in vivo studies before this motion compensation strategy

was developed (Degirmenci et al., 2016).

Throughout the in vivo procedure the patient was

sedated and breathing consistently on a ventilator. Without

a ventilator, a potentially variable volume of air in the lungs

could disturb cardiac tissues differently on subsequent

breaths, which would significantly reduce the modeling

accuracy. We use this approach because while not all cathe-

rization involves patient sedation, it is standard for a

sedated patient to be on a ventilator.

Our in vivo and bench-top results suggest that control

performance limits may be set by the mechanics of the US

catheter. US catheters are long thin polymer structures 3

mm in diameter, with softer material in the distal 5 cm sec-

tion where most bending occurs. The actuation system

(control handle), consisting of two knobs and four pull

wires, suffers from friction, backlash, and elongation, and

the mechanical behavior of the actuation changes begin-

ning after only a few dozen cycles.

Catheter mechanics also limit motion compensation

bandwidth. Cardiac motion disturbances (2 Hz) are beyond

the intended robot bandwidth, as the commercial US cathe-

ter is designed for manual operation and the required high

speeds and large number of cycles would exceed the cathe-

ter’s mechanical design. The motion compensation methods

in this work are not limited to respiratory motion, but are

applicable to compensating for any repeatable cyclical

motion, which may be subject to change over time. This

includes cardiac motion with a higher-bandwidth catheter.

These methods can also be applied to any flexible pull wire

actuated manipulators, such as endoscopes.

While it would be possible to greatly improve the

mechanics of these catheters, any redesign would obviate

the benefits of working with a commercially available,

widely used device that has regulatory clearance in many

countries. Fortunately, this does not limit the clinical utility

of the robotic system. The results presented here show that

adequate performance in vivo can be obtained with appro-

priate control methods because target tissue and instruments

remain within the US imaging plane despite disturbances.

5. Conclusion

This paper has presented the first system to automatically

steer cardiac catheters with physiological motion compen-

sation and predictive filtering target tracking in vivo. By

robotically actuating an off-the-shelf US catheter, we have

demonstrated that it is possible to automatically orient the

US imager towards desired anatomical structures or work-

ing catheters despite large respiratory motions. This has

been achieved by modeling quasi-periodic physiological

motions and compensating for them using a kinematics-

based model of the US catheter. These results have the

potential to improve the diagnosis and interventional treat-

ment of cardiac diseases. The navigation strategies

described above were demonstrated with cardiac catheters,

but they are also applicable to other flexible systems for

medical or non-medical purposes. Application of this work

may improve minimally invasive surgery with flexible

manipulators.
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